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Elk Program
Elk program draws record attendance.
“It was a really big shew”, 1950’s variety TV host Ed Sullivan
used to say. Evergreen Conservancy’s fall program set a record of 63
people showing up to learn “All about Elk”.
Mandy Marconi, Environmental Education Specialist for the
Pennsylvania Game Commission, drove from Elk County to Blue
Spruce Park to give an
entertaining, educational
program about Elk in
Pennsylvania - past,
present, and future. She switched from video to pass around artifacts,
to power point. There were a good number of
young people there who sat with rapt attention.
Our purpose in doing these programs is to
introduce the general public to Evergreen Conservancy. We really achieved that with a lot of
unfamiliar faces in the audience. Cindy Rogers
updated those present with “What’s happening
with Evergreen Conservancy”.Thanks to those
who provided snacks for everyone’s enjoyment.

A New Visitor to Tanoma
Drive by Tanoma sometime between
6 pm and 9 pm and you might see a
visitor to the first pond. We are very
excited to welcome her to Tanoma.
She just arrived and will probably be
around for a while. Our new visitor
is thanks to Dan Boone who created
her and she runs off of our renewable energy. Our visitor’s name is

“Rennie” because she is a renewable energy monster and is a close
cousin of Nessie, the Loch Ness
monster. There is also a Scottish
connection, since Rennie shares
her name with the Scottish architect and artist, Charles Rennie
Macintosh, who was the Scottish
equivalent of Frank Lloyd Wright.
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If you believe that we need to protect our planet, visit www.GoodPawsGoodCause.org,
an on-line store for good people and good pets!
10% of every Fur The Earth™ purchase benefits Evergreen Conservancy and The Conservation Fund.
Thanks to GoodPawsGoodCause for their year-end donation to Evergreen Conservancy.

October 10, 2015 Hoodlebug/Rte. 119 Clean up

October 10th was a beautiful day to do a clean-up of the Hoodlebug Trail and
parts of 119 near the trail. Seven bags of trash were collected mostly from the
other side of the wall and under the bridge.
One car load of IUP students from the Into the Streets program helped in this
effort. Thanks to: Rachel Doig, John and JoAnne Ferraro, Paul and Doris
Hicks, Rebecca Hoffman, Bob Lankard, Megan McKillup, Deanna Miller,
Tim Slippy, and Kira Womack.

In Memory of Sally Thornton

Sally Thornton, who was an active board member and volunteer with
Evergreen Conservancy, passed away Saturday, Sept. 19, 2015.
Sally graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Gettysburg College in 1966,
where she majored in sociology and met her husband, Gordon. In 1988, she
received her doctorate in Spanish from the University of Pittsburgh. She
was a professor in the Spanish Department at IUP where she published
numerous articles on Spanish literature. After retiring in 2009, she was
made professor emeritus in 2010. Sally and Gordon have three children:
Bradley, of South Pasadena, Calif.; Allison, of Santa Barbara, Calif.; and
Daniel and his wife, Erin, of Pullman, Wash. A world traveler, Sally visited
six of the seven continents, and enjoyed gardening, biking, crosswords,
knitting, hiking and entertaining her grandson.
Sally was passionate about the environment and joined Evergreen to
help with our mission to preserve and protect our environment. She loved
working with kids and helped with many of the environmental education
programs we offered. Sally was also our secretary and helped maintain our
membership base, sent out cards and took notes at our meetings. We will
all miss her friendship, compassion and willing participation in so many of
Evergreen’s activities.
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On Facebook

If you use Facebook, please go to our page
and tell us if you like it. We can send you
event notices and update you with current
events! Become our Friend. Like
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And on YouTube:
About Evergreen Conservancy – crNa11j5J2M
Tanoma AMD Wetlands – yaGLM4Ob8Ks
Renewable Energy – S3VOATx0mRY

Evergreen
Conservancy
If you wish to learn more about Evergreen Conservancy please check our
new and improved website www.evergreenconservancy.org.
Twitter User? – evergreenc2014

Join or Renew your Membership Today!

Please don’t forget Evergreen Conservancy this holiday.
If you have not renewed your membership this year for the 2015-16 fiscal year, please consider renewing now!!
If you would like to support Evergreen for the first time with your membership please do!!
We would love to have you as a member.

Welcome to our New OSM VISTA Americorps Volunteer
Hi my name is Sara Beatty, I have loved wildlife
and nature since I was little. In high-school I was
involved in forestry and wildlife with 4-H and
came away with a record in tree ID. After that
experience and volunteering at Yellow Creek
State Park I knew I wanted to be an environmental educator. I started my education at Penn
State University to complete this goal where I
was involved in several research opportunities
including owl and songbird banding. I now look
forward to the next year as your new VISTA
volunteer and gaining new experiences.

NEEDED

Secretary: We are in need of someone who can take notes at our board meetings, help keep track of our membership base, and send out cards. If you are that person please let us know!

Please support Nature’s Way market in Greensburg. They support us with a generous donation!

Evergreen Conservancy

www.evergreenconservancy.org
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Tanoma update:

Exciting News!
The Trompe has been installed in Tanoma and the finishing touches are being done as we write this article. It was interesting to see it being installed and learn more about how it works. We will be anxious to see how the Trompe performs this
winter to help the passive treatment system remove the iron from the water.

A Splitter Box creates three separate but
combined chambers to accommodate
variable water flow.

Vertical pipes entrain air into the water.
Horizontal pipes separate the compressed air.
Then vertical pipes allow the air and water to
escape separately.

Over 1000 feet of 4 inch pipe
carries the compressed air
back to the beginning of the
system where it aerates the
mine water so that more iron
is precipitate out.

A manifold collects the air into one pipe.

Abandoned mine water is
aerated at the beginning
of the treatment system.

Water intake from
last pond

Air
Intake

Each 100 gallons (gpm) of water
can compress four cubic feet (cfm) of air.
The Tanoma system can generate about
120 cfm of compressed air at 3000 GPM.

Falling water
creates low pressure
which draws air
into the water.
Air flows back to the
beginning of ponds.

Only water discharges
into Crooked Creek.

The entrained air
bubbles are compressed as
they are carried down.

Compressed air rises to the
top of the separation chamber.
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Grants in Progress

Colcom Foundation, Pittsburgh, PA
Evergreen was awarded a Colcom Foundation Grant to help cover the costs over the next three years of our OSM VISTA
volunteer position and maintenance costs for our water monitoring projects. With this grant we will be entering water
monitoring data into The 3RiversQUEST database which was created to provide consistency among the various
programs throughout the Upper Ohio River Basin. We are so appreciative of Colcom’s continued support of Evergreen
Conservancy’s work.
Norcross Grant
We were awarded a $1,000 grant from Norcross to purchase GPS units for geocaching and earthCache environmental
education programs. We did several of these programs with borrowed units this year. Now we will be able to purchase our
own and continue to offer this type of program. Thank you Norcross!
Indiana County Endowment Grant (ICE)
Evergreen Conservancy was privileged to be awarded a grant from The Indiana County Endowment to design and purchase
three new signs for Tanoma. The topics covered are the new Trompe system and renewable energy. The signs have been
designed, constructed, and delivered. They should be installed by the time you read this. They will be a nice addition to our
Tanoma self-guided trail. People can learn more about renewable energy including how it can be used on a personal level,
and our newly-installed Trompe system which will increase the efficiency of the passive treatment system.

Renewable Energy

Tanoma has three forms of renewable energy: solar, hydro and wind.
These generators produce “clean and green” electricity that is carried
through underground wires to the renewable energy shed by the pavilion.

Solar Power

Part of the renewable energy system at
Tanoma is a solar array of 4 solar panels,
each delivering 225 watts of peak power, for
a total of 900 watts. On average, these solar
panels are providing 100 kilowatt hours of
power per month, enough electricity to run
approximately one-seventh of an ordinary
household’s electric needs.

Hydro Power

Water has been used for thousands of years as a power
source, in the form of watermills, water turbines and water
wheels. Tanoma has a water turbine that works well in a
flowing stream where there is very little drop in elevation
of the flowing water.
While hydro generation of electricity is clean and efficient,
in the US hydro power is fairly well maxed out; it is
unlikely we will see the installation of new hydroelectric
dams. Thus, for the future, the US will need to depend
more on solar and wind energy.

Load
Transformer

Wind Power

Sail boats, wind mills, kites, and weather vanes are examples of everyday items that move
or fly because of the kinetic energy of wind. Wind has been a source of power used by
people since ancient times.
Modern wind turbines come in a variety of sizes, shapes and
styles. Typically, turbines consist of blades in some form of
rotating head with a drive shaft connected to an electric
generator. A “wind farm” is many turbines on several acres of
land. In 2013, 4% of US electricity was generated by wind
farms, and it is now a fast-growing industry. A recent study
found that the wind on the earth’s surface carries with it 6 to 7
times all the energy we are now using world-wide. Thus, there
is a vast potential for how much wind energy we could develop
and use, and we won’t run out.

Generator

n-type Silicone
p-type Silicone

Electron
Flow

Photons strike the
panel surface.

Wind rotates the
vertical axis.

Different pulleys
provide the gearing.

A generator, similar
to one found in a car
produces the
12 volt electricity.

Here at Tanoma a
small hydro-electric
generator can be seen
near the beginning of
the system; another
example of small-scale
alternative energy.

This shed houses batteries to collect the generated electricity and a power inverter to change the DC current from
the batteries into AC current in the electric lines. This is an “off-grid” system with no power lines from the electric
company coming into the site. All of the electricity we use is generated completely on-site. Standard 120 V AC
electricity is available for educational and public events and meetings, running laptops, projectors, displays, and
other presentation devices. In addition, the electricity is used for site maintenance by recharging electric lawn
mowers and string trimmers, as well as power tools for other projects.

A charge controller manages the
input/output from solar, wind
and hydro generators.

The wind turbine installed at Tanoma is a
prototype vertical-axis wind turbine (or
VAWT). This prototype is approximately 14
feet across. It rotates in a horizontal plane
around the vertical axis, hence its name.
Because it doesn’t have sharp, fast-moving
blades like the typical horizontal-axis wind
turbines (HAWTs) now in use everywhere,
it poses no threat to birds or other wildlife,
and that’s an important consideration in a
conservancy location which provides a
habitat for a number of birds and bats.
Flaps in the back of each vane rise and fall
as they change their orientation to the
wind. This feature allows resisting wind
blowing on the backs of the vanes to simply
flow through, and that greatly increases the
efficiency of the turbine.

First new sign explains
alternative energy in general.

A bank of 12 volt
batteries stores
the electricity.

An inverter turns DC
current from the batteries
into 120 volt
alternating current (AC).

The result is
120 Volt AC power,
like that in most houses.

Photovoltaic cells
turn sunlight into
direct current
(DC) electricity.

Why do we need to be
educated about the environment?

Turbine

“Hole”
Flow

Solar panels are often called “photovoltaic” or
“PV” panels because they use the “photovoltaic
effect” to generate electricity. Sunlight, which is a
stream of photons, strikes specially treated, thin
silicon sheets. The photons knock electrons from
the silicon atoms, and the electrons are collected in
one part of the panel to create an electric current.

What are the components of the
Tanoma renewable energy system?

The sun is the
original source
of nearly all the
energy we use.
It is endlessly
renewable.

Because of global warming, it is important for environmental
education to address the potential of renewable energy. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was
established by the United Nations in 1988 and is the premier
organization assessing scientific evidence for climate change.
It has concluded that the existence of global warming and its
primary causation by human activity is extremely likely. This
includes the human burning of fossil fuels, like coal, oil, and
natural gas, and other human activities. The release of
greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide and methane
(natural gas) has made the global temperature go up roughly
10 times faster during the last century than at any time in the
last 2 million years. If global warming continues unchecked,
we will see more severe heat waves and droughts in some
areas, and much higher rainfall and floods in other areas.
Hurricanes, tornadoes and other storms will increase in
intensity and frequency. Sea levels will continue to rise as the
polar ice caps and glacier fields melt, and many island nations
will disappear. Up to 10% of the world’s population who live
in coastal areas will be displaced by higher sea levels.

A hydraulic air compressor utilizes water and has no moving
parts. One type of hydraulic air compressor is called a
trompe. Originally developed in Italy in the 17th century, it
was integrated into the iron making process and became the
defining component of the Catalan Forge. This technology
reached its zenith in 1910 at the Ragged Chutes facility near
Cobalt, Ontario where the largest trompe ever built was
used to power pneumatic mining equipment. Trompes were
all but forgotten with the advent of electric-powered air
compressors until Mr. Bruce Leavitt of Washington
Pennsylvania resurrected the technology in 2010 for use at
passive treatment systems.
A trompe uses falling water to entrain air (venturi effect).
This air is carried down a pipe along with the water and is
compressed. A chamber, below the discharge elevation,
separates the air from the water and the water is allowed to
discharge. The compressed air is then available for use.

Trompe-Powered Passive Aeration of Mine Water

A trompe is a water-powered air compressor with no moving parts. Abandoned mine water flowing out of the
treatment system powers the trompe which generates compressed air that is fed to the beginning of the
system, where it is used to aerate the mine water. The aeration process drives off carbon dioxide dissolved in
the water (carbonic acid) to reduce acidity, which raises the pH, as well as adds oxygen to the water. Iron
oxidizes more quickly at higher pH and reacts with the oxygen to form solids that settle in the ponds.
A splitter box directs water to
trompe #1 during low flow,
subsequently to trompe #2, and
to trompe #3 as flow increases.
Abandoned mine water is
aerated at the beginning
of the treatment system.

What can we do personally?

What can we do as a society?

Costs of going solar in your home are dropping every year. Add in any government tax incentives or rebates and you can greatly reduce your electric
bill. After a few years, the cost of a new roof using solar shingles may pay
for itself and help the environment, while you are using your own free or
low-cost electricity.

One way to stop global warming is to shift our
energy economy to the use of renewable energy
sources, such as wind, solar and water power.
Renewable energy does not emit greenhouse gases
and will not contribute to further global warming.

Another simple way you can help the environment is to do what Tanoma
has done, use an electric lawn mower and other site maintenance equipment recharged by solar. First, it may surprise you to know that a gaspowered lawn-mower, since it is not equipped with pollution-control devices, creates from 11–20 times more pollution than the average car. Some
newer lawn mowers are required to be somewhat less polluting but will
still be major polluters. Second, it is typical when you are lifting a heavy
gas can to refill the gas tank on a lawn mower that you may spill a little
gasoline. It may not seem like much, but more gasoline gets spilled that
way in the US in one year than was lost in
the Exxon Valdez disaster – those little
spills really add up! Electric mowers also
are more quiet and need less maintenance, and self-propelled lawn mowers
with extra batteries work fine for rough,
hilly and larger lawn areas.

The Future of
Renewable
Energy

Evergreen Conservancy believes that the Tanoma
AMD wetlands system is a great place for
environmental education, including having a
renewable energy system that features the
alternative energy sources of water, wind and sun.
On-site you see a hydroelectric generator, a wind
turbine, and a solar panel installation in operation.

Second new sign explains the
independent energy system in Tanoma.

The amount of air that can be compressed is about four
cubic feet per minute (cfm) for every one hundred gallons
per minute (gpm) of water. Each of the three trompes at
Tanoma is designed to function between 600 to 1,000 gpm.
At maximum flow with all three trompes in operation about
120 cfm of air is compressed.
The air pressure generated by the trompe is controlled by
the height of the uppipe at the discharge end of the
separation chamber; the higher the uppipe, the greater the
air pressure. At Tanoma, the air diffusers are placed in about
7 feet of water so the uppipe is about 10 feet high to account
for the weight of the water, as well as back pressure from
the diffuser heads and friction loss in over 1,000 feet of air
line. The single outlet weir box combines the discharges
from all three trompes for flow measurement purposes and
keeps the pressure generated by each trompe equal.

Air
Intake

Each 100 gallons (gpm) of water
can compress four cubic feet (cfm) of air.
The Tanoma system can generate about
120 cfm of compressed air at 3000 GPM.

Falling water
creates low pressure
which draws air
into the water.

Trompes are fairly simple devices and can be easily
constructed using PVC pipe and fittings. The advantages of a
trompe for aeration are that they have no moving parts, only
require falling water, can be highly efficient, require little
maintenance, and are a prime example of “green”
technology, with no fossil fuel needed during operation.
The operation of a trompe is controlled by the amount of
water that is available. Too little water and the trompe does
not function, too much water and no additional air will be
compressed. Consequently the Tanoma system is designed
with three separate trompes that function in parallel to
accommodate a wide range of flow rates. During low flow
(up to about 1,000 gpm), water is directed to only one
trompe. As flow increases, water enters the second and the
third chambers in the splitter box. During high flow, all
three trompes are operating.

Water intake from
last pond

Air flows back to the
beginning of ponds.

Only water discharges
into Crooked Creek.
The entrained air
bubbles are compressed as
they are carried down.

Compressed air rises to the
top of the separation chamber.

Increased oxidation at the beginning of the system helps remove iron more quickly and
results in more iron removal and cleaner water at the end of the system.
Aeration diffusers installed at the
bottom of the first pond provide
oxygen and drive off dissolved
carbon dioxide (carbonic acid) to
decrease acidity and raise pH.
Dissolved iron oxidizes more
quickly at a higher pH. The
oxidized iron forms solids that
settle on the bottom of the ponds.

carries compressed air over 1000 f
eet
-inch pipe
A four
f the treatment system
he beginning o
.
back to t

The three-chambered
compression system
uses clean water from
the end of the
series of ponds.

Crooked Creek

Third new sign explains the newly
installed Trompe system.

Environmental Education Highlights

We did our last Girl Scout program for the year on
Geocaching. They all had fun learning how to use the GPS
units and locate the geocache sights outside. We already
have several programs scheduled for next spring. Feel free
to contact us if you want to plan a program for your group.

WHAT WE CONSERVE:

Wildlife Habitat • Stream Access • Scenic Vistas • Land in need of Restoration • Working Landscapes • Historic • Cultural Sites

Evergreen Conservancy
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Yellow Creek State Park
Friends of Yellow Creek State Park (FOYC) would like to invite you to become a
member. Their membership year starts January 1st of each year and ends December
31st. FOYC is a volunteer non-profit group working with together with the park
management to enhance Yellow Creek State Park. Over the past years some of
the things they have accomplished include support of biking activities, creating
and maintaining trails, support of Eagle Scout projects in the park, planting trees,
improvement of the sailing base, mulching playground areas and improving the
children’s play areas, replacement of picnic tables, providing firewood and laundry
facilities for campers, and creating a lake and trail map for visitors. 99% of all donations
go directly to park projects.
If you came to the park last year and enjoyed your visit, attended any of the free programs,
or just want to help support projects in the park year round, please consider a
membership.
General Membership Levels: Individual $12; Family $15; Community Sailing $100. Please
send your membership to FOYC, P.O. Box 140, Indiana, PA 15701 with your contact
information: Name, Address, email, phone number. See www.friendsofyellowcreek.org
or our facebook page for more opportunities to get involved.
FOYC is also interested in recruiting volunteers and board members. We need you to get
involved in helping to improve the park. If you or anyone you know might be interested
in supporting Yellow Creek with a memberships or with volunteer work, contact them
at friendsofyellowcreek@gmail.com. Thank you!

Evergreen Conservancy would like to wish
everyone healthy and happy holidays and safe
travels if you are traveling over the holidays.

Sales and Upcoming Dates:

Dec. 3rd ,4th ,5th, 2015 IUP Ceramics sale. 9 am to 6 pm each day at the Robertshaw
building. Evergreen Conservancy will have a table there to sell
our handmade items. Stop by to pick up your Christmas presents
or something just for yourself!
Dec. 5th, 2015 We will also be at the UU Church Christmas Bazaar on Twolick Drive
from 9-3:00 pm on Saturday.

Join Evergreen Conservancy Today!

Support the all-volunteer Evergreen Conservancy and its mission through your membership.
Name: _____________________________________			
Phone: __________________________________
Address: ___________________________________			
E-mail: __________________________________
City: ______________________________________
State: ____________________ Zip: _____________
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”

Membership Levels:
______ $15: Student
______ $25
______ $45
______ $70
______ $100
______ $1 Youth (17 and under) ____________ $ Other ______ $75: Business/Org
Additional Donation: $______
Complete this form and send check to:
Evergreen Conservancy, PO Box 0783, Indiana, PA 15701

